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There’s no end to our journey
as we continue to create
new value and the future.
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Our six business segments are based
in the Tokyo area, the Hokuriku area, and Vietnam.
Coordinating across national boundaries and
business domains, we create new value.
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The procurement capabilities of a trading company
and the creative capabilities of a manufacturer.
Our 92-year history is one of taking up challenges.

There are also industrial
universities and leading Japanese
manufacturers in the information
systems ﬁeld as well as
universities of art and design.
Kanazawa is centrally located at
the junction where engineering,
art, and design meet.

Business method
cultivated in Kanazawa

Greetings
Since starting out in coal wholesale when we were founded
in 1928, we have grown into a conglomerate engaged in
business in six segments. I believe that in the future, it will
be important to aim at maximizing our strengths as a
conglomerate and expand and deepen the areas of overlap
where our businesses cooperate with each other. I also
hope to pour effort into creating a business climate in
which each employee takes the initiative to bring that
about. Bringing together the expertise of each of our
employees, we will solve the increasingly sophisticated and
complicated challenges faced by our clients.
It is my strong desire to be a company capable of
leveraging our collective strengths as a conglomerate.
Pursuing what is ideal for our clients. Valuing the
relationship of trust with our employees and creating a

President & CEO
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Tadateru Mitani

safe and rewarding workplace environment.
This is what we have been aiming to achieve since our
founding. I believe that what is necessary to preserve this
identity of Mitani Sangyo is that we are a company
capable of constant change. In this age where paradigm
shifts happen repeatedly in very short periods of time, I
want us to be a company that has the strength and
ﬂexibility to quickly respond to changes and meet our
clients expectations under the circumstances at any given
time.
Our aim has been and will continue to be to have our
clients be glad that Mitani Sangyo is around. We recognize
increasing the number of opportunities for that to happen
as our mission, and we will work to change ourselves
ahead of the times.

Kanazawa, the hometown of Mitani
Sangyo, is home to both traditional
crafts passed down from the feudal
government period (17th to 19th
century), including Kaga Yuzen silk
dyeing, lacquer work, Kutani pottery,
and gold foil, and modern art as
found at the 21st Century Museum
of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa.

You might say that the Mitani-isms
of “pursuing what is ideal for our
clients” and “a culture of not
recoiling from change but
constantly pursuing and taking up
the challenge” were developed in
this locality marked by such a
history and climate.

The 92-year history of the Mitani Sangyo Group.
Pursuing customer satisfaction and evolving are Mitani-isms.

Chemicals

1960

1997

The Company also entered the ﬁeld of sales
and construction of housing equipment. After
that, the Company became a distributor for
companies such as Matsushita Electric Works,
Ltd. (now Panasonic Corporation), Toyo Toki
Company, Limited (now TOTO Ltd.), and
Takara Standard Co., Ltd., expanding its sales
channels.

Entry into the resin and electronics ﬁelds

As the Companyʼs orientation toward technology was
being clariﬁed, an integrated contracting structure was
established for planning, design, development, production,
and sales of dies and resin-molded products.

Design and fabrication of original furniture

Housing equipment

Start of chemicals business

While making deliveries of rationed coal to a
chemical factory during World War II, founder
Shinzo Mitani began to see new potential in
industrial chemicals such as hydrochloric and
sulfuric acid, thus opening the way to a new
leap forward for the Company. This became a
major pillar to take the place of the coal
business, which came to an end with the times.

1952

As demand was increasing for heating and air
conditioning equipment with the modernization
of building construction, a distributorship
agreement was signed with Osaka Kinzoku
Kogyo Co., Ltd. (now Daikin Industries, Ltd.), and
following this, the Company entered the ﬁeld of
designing and constructing air conditioning,
plumbing, sanitary, and ﬁre-ﬁghting equipment.

Launch of
housing equipment sales

Renovation
Air conditioning equipment
Pharmaceutical and health food ingredients

Mitani was one of the ﬁrst companies after the war to adopt tanker cars for
transporting chemicals, allowing the company to expand its market to the Tokyo
area and throughout the country. Even after the chemical business took off, the
company continued innovations to make it stronger, such as utilizing ISO containers.

Expansion to Tokyo
Special freight car for
concentrated sulfuric acid

New energy

Launch of petroleum product sales

In response to the change in the leading energy
source, an exclusive distributorship agreement
was signed with Nippon Oil Corporation (now
JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy Corporation).

Petroleum

Oil tanks

Ambitious Hill

LP gas

Coal

Resin, electronics

End

1928

1966

Launch of coal, coke, and cement sales

Nikko Company establishes
its Electro-Ceramics Division.

Launch of information systems business

While on a business trip to the United States, Shinzo Mitani perceived that the
computer wave would hit Japan as well, and he introduced computers at the
Company ahead of competitors. Realizing the potential, he signed an exclusive
distributorship agreement with Fujitsu Limited, feeling that it would beneﬁt clients.

Mitani Partnership Corporation
opened its Kanazawa Branch
next to Kanazawa Station,
marking the start of its
coal-centered business.
This event was the opening act
of Mitani Sangyo's history of
evolution.

Die Manufacturing

POWER EGG®

Information systems

System Integration

Internet Data Center

Offshore Development
Launch of new businesses based
on discoveries in the United States

Outsourcing

In the 1960s, Shinzo Mitani went on frequent
business trips to the United States where he
discovered new businesses such as oil,
information equipment, air conditioning equipment,
and housing equipment, and he turned them into
his own companyʼs businesses one after another.

Business in Vietnam

1994

Opening up a new frontier
with the business in Vietnam

Mitsuru Mitani (now chairman) had a strong desire
to achieve his dream of manufacturing and set up
operations in Vietnam. Based on the accumulated
knowledge and technology, Mitani Sangyo launched
a series of new business ventures related to each
segment and continues to expand our business.

1928

1935

1945

1955

1965

1975

1985

1995

Signing of joint academic-industrial research
agreement with Vietnam National University, Ha Noi

2002

Entry into the pharmaceutical
ingredients manufacturing ﬁeld

On the occasion of making Sagami
Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. a subsidiary,
its technology was leveraged to launch
aggressive efforts in the development
and manufacturing of pharmaceutical
ingredients, speciﬁcally ingredients for
generic drugs.

2005

2008

Expanding business from bases
in the Tokyo area, Hokuriku area, and Vietnam

1940

Launch of

1963 air conditioning equipment sales

Ceremony for the 25th anniversary
of our establishment in Vietnam

Entry into the functional ingredients
for health foods manufacturing ﬁeld

Mitani Sangyo also entered the ﬁeld of manufacturing
functional ingredients for health foods in Vietnam when
launching a business tie-up with a client. Beginning with
functional ingredients derived from sea food, the
Company went on to also launch manufacturing of
functional ingredients derived from plants.

2015

2020
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We solve business challenges with the collective strength,
ideas and technology of a conglomerate.
With the responsibility of delivering a stable supply
of reliable and safe energy, we propose frameworks
which efﬁciently utilize our limited natural resources

With complex problem-solving capabilities utilizing the functions
of a trading company and a manufacturer, we solve challenges
together with our clients and cultivate new markets.

Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. Chemical Division
Sales of
chemicals

Sales of
resin materials

Sales of
petroleum products

Contracted manufacturing and
sales of functional materials

Production and sales of active pharmaceutical
ingredients and intermediates

Sales of
LP gas

Sales of
home-use fuel cell systems

Consultation and coordination concerning
chemical and environmental issues

Chemicals

Production and
sales of dies

Sales of
electronic device parts

Sales, designing, and installation of
housing equipment and systems

Housing
Equipment

Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd.
Information Systems Division ・ ICT Solutions Division
System integration
services

Agile
development

Development and sales
of packaged software

Construction of network and security systems
and other information infrastructures

Cloud
services

Support and operational services
for systems

［Business Location］Tokyo / Ishikawa / Toyama / Fukui / Osaka / Vietnam（Ho Chi Minh City, Hue）
［Japanese subsidiary companies］D-Circle Inc. / Conﬁdential Service Inc. /
Arumu System Co., Ltd. / T.S. Co., Ltd. / MA.F.E. Co., Ltd.
［Foreign subsidiary companies］AIT Inc.（Ho Chi Minh City, Hue）/ IIR Ltd.（San Francisco）
［Afﬁliated companies］Hokuriku Computer Service Co., Ltd. Capital: ¥240 million Ratio Shareholding: 25.00%
［Employees］355（Japan 210 ・ Vietnam 145）
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Recruiting
Business

Business and human resources management of
Vietnam subsidiary companies

Sales, designing, and installation of
air conditioning equipment

Planning, development, production, sales, designing, and
installation of storage units, kitchen units, sink units, etc.
［Business Location］Tokyo / Ishikawa / Toyama
［Japanese subsidiary companies］INFILL Co., Ltd. / INTENZA Co., Ltd. / Mitani Sangyo Constructions Co., Ltd.
［Afﬁliated companies］Nikko Company Capital: ¥3,470 million Ratio Shareholding: 12.60%
Denka Namakon Takayama Co., Ltd. Capital: ¥30 million Ratio Shareholding: 20.00%
［Employees］107

［Business Location］Tokyo / Aichi / Hiroshima / Vietnam（Dong Nai Province, Hai Duong Province）
［Japanese subsidiary companies］ACT-T Corporation
［Foreign subsidiary companies］ABCD Inc.（Dong Nai Province, Hai Duong Province）/ ADMS Inc.（Dong Nai Province）
［Afﬁliated companies］ Nikko Company Capital: ¥3,470 million Ratio Shareholding: 12.60%
［Employees］1,647（Japan 58 ・ Vietnam 1,589）

We provide ICT solutions and services which are one step ahead,
and resolve managerial problems together with our clients

Maintenance of
ofﬁce buildings, etc.

We provide versatile and comfortable housing solutions
for our clients, and contribute to high-quality living

Resin,
Electronics

Manufacture and sales of composite unit products composed of
resin-molded parts and electronic parts

Sales of
ofﬁce supplies

［Business Location］Tokyo / Ishikawa / Vietnam（Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh City）
［Japanese subsidiary companies］
Adonis Co., Ltd. / Mitani Investment Co., Ltd. /
HIDEO S.p.A. / Auros Technologies LLC
［Foreign subsidiary companies］
AXIS Inc.（Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh City）/ Pear Investment Pte Ltd（Singapore）
［Afﬁliated companies］
Nikko Company Capital: ¥3,470 million Ratio Shareholding: 12.60%
Visage Kanri Co., Ltd. Capital: ¥100 million Ratio Shareholding: 46.32%

Energy

We establish manufacturing processes which only creates quality products, and
construct integrated production systems for highly complex unit automotive parts

Manufacture and sales of
resin-molded parts

Sales of renewable energy
generation systems

［Business Location］Ishikawa / Toyama / Fukui
［Japanese subsidiary companies］Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.
［Employees］74

［Business Location］Tokyo / Aichi / Osaka / Ishikawa / Toyama / Nagano
Vietnam（Dong Nai Province, Hai Duong Province）/ China（Shanghai）
［Japanese subsidiary companies］Active Pharma Co., Ltd. / Sagami Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. /
Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd. / Mirai Kasei Inc. / Nagano Saraya Syokai Inc.
［Foreign subsidiary companies］AMCE Inc.（Dong Nai Province, Hai Duong Province）/ AFCP Inc.（Dong Nai Province）
［Afﬁliated companies］Tama Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd. Capital: ¥126 million Ratio Shareholding: 23.44%
［Employees］365（Japan 239 ・ Vietnam 116）

Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. M&E Division（Mold & Electronics)

Cross-segment Businesses

*Of the Japanese and foreign subsidiaries and afﬁliates,
companies which operate in more than one business are written in
blue and companies which are based in Vietnam are written in red.

Information
Systems

Air Conditioning
Systems

Leveraging our planning, designing, and construction
capabilities, we provide pleasant, environmentally
friendly, and comfortable living spaces for our clients

Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd.
Tokyo Area Air Conditioning Systems Division
Air Conditioning Systems Division
Designing and construction
of air conditioning equipment

Designing and construction
of plumbing and sanitary equipment

Designing and construction
of ﬁre-prevention equipment

Designing and construction property renovation projects,
including electrical and interior construction

［Business Location］Tokyo / Ishikawa / Toyama / Vietnam（Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh City, Hue）
［Japanese subsidiary companies］Mitani Sangyo Constructions Co., Ltd.
［Foreign subsidiary companies］ACSD Inc.（Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh City, Hue）
［Afﬁliated companies］Fujii Kucho Kogyo Co., Ltd. Capital: ¥80 million Ratio Shareholding: 40.00%
［Employees］671（Japan 176 ・ Vietnam 495）

*The names of foreign subsidiary companies are written in
abbreviations. The full names are as shown below.

AMCE Inc.
AFCP Inc.
ABCD Inc.
ADMS Inc.
A I T Inc.
ACSD Inc.
A X I S Inc.
I I R Ltd.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Aureole Mitani Chemical & Environment Inc.
Aureole Fine Chemical Products Inc.
Aureole Business Components & Devices Inc.
Aureole unit-Devices Manufacturing Service Inc.
Aureole Information Technology Inc.
Aureole Construction Software Development Inc.
Aureole Expert Integrators Inc.
Inter-Technology Infrastructure Research Co., Ltd.

Group Companies List

※Use the QR code to visit our website for details.
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Chemicals

Sales of
chemicals

Sales of
resin materials

Contracted manufacturing and
sales of functional materials

Production and sales of active pharmaceutical
ingredients and intermediates

Consultation and coordination concerning
chemical and environmental issues

B

Effectively utilize by-products and waste

C

D

Coordinate the manufacturing

Promoting the contracted manufacturing business

Delivering stable supply and advanced technology.

Supporting clients' manufacturing processes with our diverse specialized ﬁelds

foods and animal feed. We also coordinate an environmental business to purchase and effectively utilize valuable material from by-products and waste.

Re-usable inorganic chemicals, solvents, and reclaimed oil
By-products〈The
3R (Reduce/Reuse/Recycle) proposals by our engineering department〉

In addition to the sale of inorganic and organic chemicals, we are engaged in the contracted manufacture and sale of functional ingredients for functional

■Domestic and international commissioned processing (extraction, cultivation, food processing, etc.)
■Utilization of natural Vietnamese materials through industry-academia collaboration
Supply stadly from storage/
distribution bases

A

Effectively utilize
by-products and waste

Coordinate
the manufacturing

Manufacturing

■Active Pharma Co., Ltd.
■Sagami Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.

Ch e mic al Div ision

Pharmaceutical/agrochemical intermediates and drug substances, functional resin, electronic materials, cosmetic ingredients
Fine chemical products 〈Contracted
services with coordinated steps in every process〉

■Domestic and international procurement of raw materials and intermediates
■Analyzation of synthetic routes based on patents and documents
■Cooperating with partner companies with ideal manufacturing technologies
■Following up from trial manufacturing (small-lot production) to mass production
■Utilizing quality control expertise accumulated through manufacturing pharmaceuticals

Hai Duong Plant

A stable supply structure in compliance to BCP
standards based on the experience and networking
built up in Japan and Vietnam over many years
Hydrochloric acid tanks,
Niigata〈590t, 118t×2〉
Sulfuric acid tank,
Kanazawa〈1,300t〉
Chemical warehouse, Nagoya
Chemical warehouse,
Kudamatsu

Temperature control warehouse,
Chikuma
Hydrochloric acid/
sulfuric acid tank,
Ichihara〈35t/30t〉
Chemical warehouse,
Yokohama

Hydrochloric acid tanks,
Nagoya〈600t, 500t, 250t〉
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Concentrator and centrifuge

Sulfuric acid tank
（6tanks, 143㎥）
Caustic tank
（3tanks, 90㎥）
Hydrochloric acid tank
（1tank, 40㎥）
General warehouse
（2warehouses, 580㎡）
Temperature controlled
warehouse
(2warehouses, 340㎡）

E

GL reaction boiler

Research, develop, and manufacture pharmaceutical drug substances

Development of pharmaceutical ingredients
Japan

Steadily supplying quality pharmaceutical ingredients through well-planned development
at bases in Toyama and Tokyo

Our safety/quality control team
works together with contracted
shipping companies and
manufacturers to continuously raise
awareness on safety and quality.

Dong Nai Plant

Sulfuric acid tank
（14tanks, 115㎥）
Caustic tank
（6tanks, 240㎥）
Hydrochloric acid tank
（2tank, 80㎥）
General warehouse
（3warehouses, 890㎡）
Temperature controlled
warehouse
（1warehouses, 330㎡）

Firing

AMCE Inc.

Storage/distribution bases
for basic chemicals

■Can also handle orders of just grinding inorganic materials and ﬁring

Surface
treatment

■Handling any order from small lots to several tons

Thorough safety and
quality control

Molding

■Uniform management of the quality level in every process

Preprocessing

■Cooperating with ideal partner companies with speciﬁc technologies for each process

Raw material
procurement

Domestic and Foreign Partner Companies ［ Tama Kagaku Kogyo Co., Ltd., etc. ］

Supply stadly from storage/distribution bases

Plant 1 is the only overseas plant that is
Japanese health food (raw materials) GMP
approved.

Abrasive compounds, catalysts, metal recovery, powder processing
Inorganic materials 〈Contracted
processing and coordination services from raw materials to production processes〉

Cooperation

A

High purity,
high-functional
products

Research, develop, and
manufacture pharmaceutical
drug substances

Reﬁne

■A F C P I n c .
■A M C E I n c .

E

Manufacturing

■Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.
■Mirai Kasei Inc.

D

Partner
(companies
)

■Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.
■Mirai Kasei Inc.
■A M C E I n c .

C

Raw material
procurement

■Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.
■Mirai Kasei Inc.
■A M C E I n c .

B

Dry

■Procuring natural raw materials from mainly Vietnam and other overseas countries (ASEAN, EU)

■Glucosamine
*House brand product
■Chitin decomposition
products (intermediates)
■Functional livestock feed
■Other condiments, etc.

Production

Final Product

Extract
Enzyme reaction
Purify
Concentrate
Dry

STEP3

Raw material
procurement

STEP2

Using natural Vietnamese products as
the main ingredient, conducts acidic
cleavage, neutralization, ﬁltration,
concentration, crystallization, powder
drying, etc. to manufacture functional
foods, functional livestock feed, etc.

Manufactured products

Functional foods, functional livestock feed
Functional materials 〈Contracted
processing from raw material procurement to manufacturing〉

Cl ie n ts

STEP1

■Cooperating with partnered companies of differing industries in differing locations

Concentrate

Providing ideal solutions by combining "procurement/distribution" and "manufacturing" from bases in Japan and Vietnam

Reﬁne

■Utilizing a wide range of by-products from solids to liquids

Filter
Distill

■Offering to buy by-products

AFCP Inc.
Collect
by-products

Moreover, we are engaged in the manufacture and sale of intermediates and active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) to pharmaceutical manufacturers.

Raw Materials

Manufacturing

Manufactured products/
38 products

Developed products/
15 products

・ Psychotropics agents
・ Antihypertensives
・ Gastrointestinal agents
・ Hyperlipidemia agents
・ Sedatives, etc.

・ Psychotropic agents
・ Peptic ulcer agents
・ Sedatives
・ Anticoagulants
・ Anti-diabetic agents, etc.

Market
release date
2020
2021
2022

1 products
3 products
2 products

Research and development/analysis facilities

Vietnam

Based on Japan's quality control
standards, analyzes arriving raw materials
and all shipped lots. Also, a transportation
system focusing on safety and security
has been constructed.

Toyama Yatsuo Plant

Tokyo Machida Plant

Automatic synthesizer

X-ray diffractometer

GC-FID-MS
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Resin, Electronics

Manufacture and sales of
resin-molded parts
Production and
sales of dies

Manufacture and sales of composite unit products composed of
resin-molded parts and electronic parts

Sales of
electronic device parts

Expansion of the automotive parts industry

We support manufacturers with manufacturing
that only creates quality products.

Mass production of resin molds in the north and south of Vietnam
Innovation of production technology
for high value-added products

In addition to resin-molded parts, dies for automotive parts manufacturers and consumer product (electronic equipment and devices for general
consumers) manufacturers, we manufacture and sell composite unit products (resin-molded parts with built-in electronics).

Keyword for reform in the automotive industry: CASE

C onnected

Provide sense of security with stable supply and production

A utonomous

Cl ie n ts

S hared

E lectric
Sales / Business Management / Quality Assurance Department Business activities Procurement Quality assurance （Tokyo, Nagoya, Hiroshima）

Molding machine line
（ABCD Dong Nai Headquarters Factory）

Inspection process
（ABCD Hai Duong Factory）

Initiatives for innovation of production technology

Comprehensive quality assurance system
Production Preparation Department

Trial Center （Hiroshima）

Process automation

Production Management Department

Die designing, fostering, assessing
Production facility designing, manufacturing
Product assessing
Process designing, assessing

ABCD Inc.（Hai Duong）

ADMS Inc.

■Injection molding machine

Manufacturing of dies and
molded products

Manufacturing of molded products

Manufacturing of molded products and
composite unit products

・ ABCD Dong Nai
Headquarters Factory 15

Trial Center Die factory Molding factory

Molding factory

ABCD Inc.（Dong Nai）

CASE is the keyword said to bring about a
once-in-a-century revolution in the automotive
industry. Demand for high value-added products
to support the shift to electronics in on-board
parts is exceedingly high. Our Group is working
on innovation of production technology to
respond to that demand.

Molding/assembly factory

・ ABCD
Hai Duong Factory

57

・ ADMS Inc.

69

Active image scanning
Active transport
Active packaging

Inspection of
high-precision products
difﬁcult for humans

Advancement of
quality control and
improvement of yield

Handling of dangerous
work by machines

Reduction of workload
of workers
Active inspection and
packaging equipment

Die makers（domestic/foreign）
Molding machine line
(ADMS Inc.)

Building a manufacturing process that only creates quality products

Strengthening the local die manufacturing system in Vietnam

Crafting quality conditions and quality processes during the premanufacturing process
Production Preparation Department （Hiroshima）
Simulation

Precision

Processing margins suitable
for the type of product

Temperature

A water pipe layout for
uniform cooling efﬁciency

Replenishing

Setting a balanced gate

Manufacturing dies at the die factory
（Dong Nai）and other domestic and
foreign partner companies

Revision
reports

Mass Production Factory（Vietnam）

Department

Setting conditions
for non-defective dies
Inspect the quality of the dies and
set conditions for non-defectiveness

Revision
instructions

Flow analysis and die design

Mass production

Monitor the observance of operational
procedures, changes, and abnormalities
Mass production
assessment

Data reports/
Sharing problems
concerning
mass production

Revision
reports

Establishing the conditions
for non-defectiveness
Based on the transferred dies, sets
the conditions for non-defectiveness
at the Trial Center（Dong Nai）

We conduct simulations of resin
ﬂow within the die based on 3D
product data received from the
customer to prepare the optimal
mold speciﬁcations.

Die cutting
The steel is cut using a CNC
machine to fabricate the die
according to the speciﬁcations.

Assembly and adjustments
Skilled workers assemble the
machined die components and
adjust how they join together.

Initial ﬂexible management

Manufacturing based on quality
policies and standards

Molding machine line

Trial Center

Production Preparation Department（Vietnam）
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Quality

Factory
inspections

Assurance

Dies suitable for the
Speciﬁcations product size and lot size

Die Manufacturing

Revision
instructions

Reducing lead time by increasing in-house production coverage

（ABCD Inc., Hai Duong Factory）

Feedback
on problems

Prototype production
A prototype is produced with the
completed die, and we evaluate
the dimensions and performance
of the product to ensure that it
meets the customerʼs quality
requirements. At the same time,
we check the molding conditions
to make sure that stable
production can be achieved.

■Machine tools for die manufacturing
（ABCD Inc. Dong Nai Factory）

・ Machining center

5

・ Electrical discharge machine

5

・ Wire electric discharge machines

3

・ Plane polishing machines

3

・ NC milling machine

2

・ Laser weider

1

・ Laser marker

Transferring
decision

1

・ 3D CAD

15

・ Flow analysis

Mass production trial

Runs a trial under the conditions for
non-defectiveness with the molding
machines used for mass production

Assessment

Assesses the dies, molded products,
and manufacturing process to verify
suitability for mass production

4

・ 3-coordinate measuring machines 1
・ Tool-maker's microscopes
3D CAD/CAE system

Machining center process

Electric discharge machine

2

Die polishing, adjustment process
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Information Systems

System integration
services

Agile
development

Development and sales
of packaged software

Construction of network and security systems
and other information infrastructures

Cloud
services

Support and operational services
for systems

Delivering the system integration that is truly necessary.

Improves productivity by becoming paperless
D-Circle Inc.

Integrated collaboration tool

Track record

Having trained co-creative engineers , we leverage cutting-edge solutions (IoT, AI, RPA, etc.) and the know-how we have cultivated over more than 50 years

1,371companies

to propose optimal combinations for our clients. We have provided integration services (planning, design, development, construction, implementation,

operational support, and maintenance) for backbone systems (sales, accounting, payroll, and other functions) and network infrastructure to more than

Groupware

1,300 clients in various industries.

●

Making proposals that contribute to the resolution of clientsʼ managerial problems and improving the value of the company
Manufacture

Cl ie n ts

Distribution

Service

●
●
●
●

Finance

Public

●
●
●

Information Systems Division / ICT Solutions Division
System Planning
Deployment Consultation

System Construction
Construction of
Network Infrastructure

Installation/
Operation Support

Support and Service

Cutting-edge solutions
（IoT・AI, etc.）

Database creation
Registration,
updates, deletion
● CSV import/export
● Search

●

●

●

●

Operating the data center

POWER EGG® development and sales

AIT Inc.

Providing cloud services and outsourcing services
through a strong and secure data center

Provision of integrated collaboration tool
(our Group's original product)

Offshore development by Vietnamese engineers and
system development/implementation for Japanese
companies entering Vietnam

Offshore development in Vietnam

Changes
how work is done!
Groupware/Workﬂow

Changes
how information is shared!
Shared folders

Changes the
information security level!
Information security management

Changes the
support system!
Helpdesk

Changes the
safety of websites!

Changes how infrastructure
resources are managed!

Changes
how meetings are held!

Changes the operational
management of IT equipment!
Housing/Hosting

An original service which provides
speed, cost reduction, and ﬂexible work
styles for our clients

Virtual infrastructures (IaaS)

Paperless meetings

●

Applications for
reimbursement/
settlement
Invoice payment
requests
Linking with
accounting system
Input assistance

●

Customer management
Reports
ー Operational report
ー Business talks
ー Complaints

No.1 in terms
of adoption by
regional banks*

1,246
Adopted at 23
companies in the
out of 64
regional banks
47 ﬁnancial industry
*Based on
agencies/
our research
78 government
municipalities
private
companies

（as of March 31, 2020）

Individual management of

Complicated application/

Raising work visibility
through the awareness portal

Sharing and standardizing
business with WebDB

Regulation, optimization, and
acceleration with workﬂows

data based on spreadsheets

approval processes based on paper

（Application interface）

■Development of business applications

■Introduction of packaged system for Japanese companies
setting up operations in Vietnam

Speedy responses to every need
AIT Inc.
Services oriented toward
Japanese companies

for Japanese companies setting up
operations in Vietnam

Offshore development

System integration

Java development
.NET development
Resident engineers
Reisdent engineers
+ offshore development
Offshore development
Contributing to the acceleration of POWER
EGG® development and our Groupʼs system
integration, it has also expanded orders from
Japanese companies.

・Company name: Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. ・Rating ID code: 10000230115C2011
・Applicable company: Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. Safety and Security Promotion Division
Conﬁdential Service Co., Ltd.
・Scope: Outsourcing services (cloud, housing, hosting, operational support, and data storage) ・Expiration: April 8, 2021

ISMS Conformity Assessment Scheme

We obtained safety measure conformance certiﬁcation under the Security Guidelines on Computer Systems for
Financial Institutions of the Center for Financial Industry Information Systems (FISC) and the JQA Operational
Guidelines for Information Systems and Related Equipment from the Japan Quality Assurance Organization (JQA).
・Workplace: Mitani Data Center ・Expiration: January 30, 2021

●

The ﬂood of information

Homepage falsiﬁcation countermeasures

・Registered organization name: Conﬁdential Service Co., Ltd.
・Scope of registration: Outsourcing services for customers related to IT system management
・Statement of Applicability dated July 4, 2018 ISM1-006 V003L03

Approx. 445,000 licenses

CRM

ー Foreign currency support
ー Commuter pass subsidy
ー Withholding tax input

"AAAis," the highest information security ranking in Japan
For nine consecutive years since 2012, we have received the AAAis rating--the highest of
17 levels available from third-party ratings agency I.S. Rating--for our information security.
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●

●

■Certiﬁcations and qualiﬁcations

Data Center Safety Measure Conformance Certiﬁcate

●

Offshore development to cover IT labor shortages

From possession to utilization
Centers（IDC） Conﬁdential Services Inc.

■Service menu

Expense settlement
work ﬂow

Solving the 3 main causes of reduced productivity and promoting a "work style reformation"

due to internal/external e-mails

D-Circle Inc.

Outsourcing services utilizing Internet Data

Template creation
Applications/
approvals
● Search
● CSV export
● File management

Web database

System Integration

Promoting the development of new businesses by applying original solutions
Conﬁdential Service Inc.

Schedule
Internal e-mail
Bulletin board
Teleconferencing
Tasks (to do)
Facility reservations
Messages
File management

General-purpose
application workﬂow

We have acquired the following certiﬁcations and approvals.
①ISO9001:2015 Passed the transitional inspection from ISO9001:2008 in January 2017
②CMMI LEVEL3 Completed CMMI LEVEL3 in August 2014

Industry-academia
collaboration
in Vietnam

PO WER EG G ®

（Vietnamese language support）

mcframe* seri es

（Management of production, sales,
purchasing, costs, and accounting）
＊A

registered trademark of the production
control system developed and sold by our
business partner, Business Engineering
Corporation.

Actively promote systems integration services
that leverage advanced technology, design
capabilities, and business comprehension
gained through offshore development.

We have established friendly relationships with top-ranking
Vietnamese universities (Hanoi University of Science and Technology,
VNU University of Engineering and Technology, Ho Chi Minh City
University of Technology, Ho Chi Minh City University of Science)
through joint industry-academia research and internships, and recruit
outstanding human resources.
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Air Conditioning Systems
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Air Conditioning Systems

Designing and construction
of air conditioning equipment

Designing and construction
of plumbing and sanitary equipment

Designing and construction
of ﬁre-prevention equipment

Designing and construction property renovation projects,
including electrical and interior construction

Providing function and enhanced environments to buildings
with air conditioning, plumbing, sanitary, and ﬁre-ﬁghting equipment.

Creating an integrated construction
management system based on ICT

In this business, in addition to air conditioning equipment, we design and construct building equipment such as plumbing and ﬁre-ﬁghting equipment.

We handle both new constructions and renovations, and in the case of renovations, we engage in all-encompassing coordination as the prime contractor.

We work on everything from ofﬁce buildings, condominiums, plants, and public facilities to rehabilitation facilities for the elderly and small to medium-sized ofﬁces.

Planning/
designing division
Draw/update
3D blueprints
Cooperation

Providing “space value” that is pleasant to customers
Clients（owners, design companies, construction companies）
Tokyo Area
Air Conditioning Systems Division

Air Conditioning Systems Division

Mitani Sangyo Constructions Co., Ltd.

Integrated construction
management system

Design

Construction

Quotation procurement

BIM

Blueprint
management

View/update
documents

A speedy response is
made possible by
utilizing a complete
communication system
and the merit of the
short 2-hour time
difference between
Vietnam and Japan

Cooperation

Contract
manufacturer

Process
control

Design

Other
systems
Prime
contractor

Shortened

Quotation
procurement

Construction

After-care Maintenance

Point cloud processing
and investigating

Carrying out point cloud
processing such as alignment
and noise reduction
Investigating processed
point cloud data

BIM

Creating 3D models based
on point cloud data
Designing scheme drawings

Building Information Modeling（BIM）
BIM is a modeling method
in which true-to-life
virtual 3D models are
created on the computer
as you design.
By handling all sorts of
attributes, it helps to
automate the designing
process and optimize
construction. BIM is
changing the
construction industry and
h o w t h e w o r k i s d o n e . Modeling example

Completed
design
Approve

Refer

Quality/safety
administrator

Maintenance
division

By utilizing ICT, we create a system where the construction site, back ofﬁce, and other parties
involved can connect in order to realize a quick cooperative link. This contributes to relieving the
workload of the construction site and reducing lead time.

Construction site × ICT
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Document
management

Commission
a design

Conﬁrm

ICT utilization

Actualizing "an easy design to construct" using 3D scanners and BIM

Measuring point cloud data
with a 3D scanner

Construction
manager

Integrated
infrastructure

ACSD Inc.

After-care Maintenance

Lead time

Measuring with a
3D scanner

Construction
site

ACSD Inc.

Front-end
loading
method

Former
method

Working in cooperation with ACSD Inc.,
a company with high designing skills

In the construction industry, labor
shortage and heavy workloads at
construction sites are becoming a
crucial issue. Because our Group has an
Information Systems Division, we can
tackle such problems by applying ICT.

Front-end loading (moving up the workload)
conceptual graph

Customer service

Workload

■By utilizing BIM, it has become possible
to move up (front-end load) the
examination process of how the
equipment can be laid out etc. to the
upstream phase which had until now
been carried out at the construction site.
■By creating a construction work
management supervision system,
blueprints and schedule control charts
can now be viewed, registered, and
updated digitally on tablet devices unlike
how it had hitherto been printed on
paper, helping to optimize on-site
productivity.

ACSD Inc. employs approximately 500 Vietnamese design engineers, the largest
number in the industry within Vietnam. Thanks to online meetings held via the Group's
dedicated line, it is possible to communicate smoothly while seeing each other's faces
and looking at the blueprints. There are about 50 BIM engineers, and effort is also
poured into training, ensuring advanced technical capabilities and delivery capabilities
to support front loading.

Decrease workload peak
by leveling the load

Former
method
Moving up the
workload from the
construction phase
to the design phase

Design phase

Front-end
loading method

Construction phase

Phases

Air-conditioning
indoor unit（ﬁlter）

Air-conditioning
outdoor unit
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Housing Equipment

Sales, designing, and installation of
housing equipment and systems

Sales, designing, and installation of
air conditioning equipment

Planning, development, production, sales, designing, and
installation of storage units, kitchen units, sink units, etc.

Enriching housing with a diverse lineup
that includes original products.

We design, construct, and sell plumbing products (kitchen units, bathroom vanities, bath units ) and storage units.
We also develop and sell our own brand of built-in kitchens, system storage, and washstands called “INTENZA.”
In the Hokuriku area, we offer optimal home renovations to end customers.

Providing ideal indoor atmospheres for our clients' speciﬁc uses
Clients（owners, design companies, construction companies）
Mitani Sangyo
Constructions Co., Ltd.

INFILL Co., Ltd.
INTENZA Co., Ltd.
New
construction
Renovation

Examining
the site

ACSD Inc.
Design

Estimate

Construction

After-care
Maintenance

Design

Estimate

Construction

After-care
Maintenance

［Offered products and services］Bath units, kitchen units, bathroom vanities, storage units, air conditioning equipment ※
※Only for renovation projects

Tokyo Showroom

Local-oriented service "Rakuda"
We solve
renovation-related
problems with
optimal proposals.

We have two showrooms,
one in Jinbocho and one
in Shinjuku, where we
display various pieces of
housing equipment,
including our own
INTENZA brand products.

Aeon Town Kanazawa Shimeno

System kitchen

Bathroom vanity
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Renovation example
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Energy

Sales of
petroleum products

Sales of
LP gas

Sales of
home-use fuel cell systems

Sales of renewable energy
generation systems

Bringing safe and reliable energy
to Hokuriku industry and homes.

We sell energy and energy conservation-related equipment essential for business activities and daily life to corporate

clients (companies, plants, hospitals, schools, etc.) and general consumers (detached houses and residential complexes) as

well as for commercial use in the Hokuriku area. To corporate clients, we sell mainly petroleum products (heavy oil, light oil,
gasoline, and reclaimed oil) and LP gas, while to general consumers and for commercial use, we sell LP gas and kerosene.

［Petroleum products distribution, sales system］

24H
365days
Support

Clients
Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.
A-type
heavy oil

C-type
heavy oil

Kerosene

Light oil

LP gas

Gasoline

［LP gas client base］

Ishikawa area
17,005

Petroleum tanks

three 400kℓ tanks,
one 300kℓ, and 100kℓ tank

Reclaimed
oil
Refuse paper
&
plastic fuel

Takaoka area
4,821

Fukui area
464

Toyama
Ishikawa

Toyama area
11,958
Toyama east area
1,005

Fukui

JXTG Nippon
Oil & Energy
Corporation

ENEOS
Globe
Corporation

Total:35,253

Distribution center
and trucks

〈as of end of March 2020〉

Initiatives towards new energy（Promote electricity generation systems, electricity storage systems, and energy-saving systems）
Energy production
We promote electricity
generation based on solar
power and ENE-FARM
(home fuel cells).

Energy storage
We promote the
use of surplus
energy to charge
storage cells.

Energy conservation
We promote the
reduction of energy
consumption through
energy-saving devices.

Initiatives to support a shift to clean energy for the environment
Environmental friendliness

＜Air pollution prevention＞
○LP gas has an extremely low sulfur content
compared to oil-based fuels, releasing hardly any
sulfur oxide during combustion.
○LP gas does not contain nitrogen compounds
which results in better combustibility and
extremely low nitrogen oxide emissions.
○Shifting a fuel source from A-type heavy oil to
LP gas reduces CO2 emissions by roughly 12.6%.

Energy conservation
＜mproved combustion efﬁciency＞
○Facilitates waste heat recovery
（little sulfur content in combustion gases）
.
Facilitates the installation of an economizer
・New boilers with an efﬁciency of up to 98%
○LP gas exhibits favorable combustibility,
allowing for minimal excess air.
・Assuming theoretical air volume at 1.0, LP gas
would be 1.05-1.10 and heavy crude oil 1.2-1.5
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Labor management

＜Labor load reduction＞
○Gas-ﬁred boilers (compact once-through boilers)
require no special qualiﬁcations.
○The workload for boiler supervisors is reduced
and the workplace is kept sanitary, improving the
work environment.

Reduction of running
costs owing to the
energy conserved by
using the latest facilities

Stable supply

＜Improved business sustainability＞
○LP gas is a decentralized form of clean energy
that is easy to install and restore.

○In the event of a disaster, it can serve as a last
stronghold of energy supply while also providing
cooking heat for emergency food supplies in
disaster-afﬂicted areas and heat supply for
temporary housing. Supply facilities can also be
inspected over a short period of time. In this way,
LP gas can help contribute to a swift recovery.
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Cross-segment Businesses
Sales of
ofﬁce supplies

Maintenance of
ofﬁce buildings, etc.

Recruiting
Business

Business and human resources management of
Vietnam subsidiary companies

We inspire ofﬁce workers
with all kinds of operational
support.
Adonis Co., Ltd.

Sales of ofﬁce supplies

We deliver various essential
ofﬁce supplies such as toner and
copier paper quickly and reliably.
Main items: Toner, stationery, rolled
paper, seals, labels, magnetic media,
ribbon products, magnetic tape

Sales of ofﬁce
equipment

We offer ofﬁce equipment that
ﬁts our customersʼ needs
considering the balance between
ease of use, function, and cost.

Main items: Computers, printers,
multi-function machines, projectors,
scanners, shredders, paper folding
machines, network equipment

TOPICS
Adonis Co., Ltd.

Sales of tableware

We offer reﬁned Made-in-Japan
tableware to spruce up teatime
and meetings.

Main items: Coffee cups, mugs, plates,
pots, small dishes, tumblers

Providing “Easy Telecommuting Service”

Accelerating collaboration with and

supporting quick introduction of telecommuting

investment in venture businesses for innovation

In April 2020, we launched an "Easy Telecommuting Service" for companies and

We are actively promoting collaboration and investment to produce innovation

organizations considering the introduction of telecommuting as a countermeasure

leveraging the advanced technology of venture businesses.

against COVID-19 or as a measure to promote work style reform. (To be provided free
of charge until September 30, 2020)
Type

Ofﬁce environment
improvement

We deliver various business
tools necessary for operations
according to customer
requirements.

Information sharing templates

①
②
③
④

Tableware Shop & Cafe Hakuji
At this shop located in
the Higashi Chaya
district of Kanazawa, you
can admire, touch, and
use Nikko ceramic ware.

Schedule sharing
Internal e-mails
Bulletin board
Messages

Paperless operational templates

Work from
home

⑧ Document sharing
⑨ Mount management
⑩ Seal management

Collaboration SE4 Inc.

Development of elemental technologies for
increasing efﬁciency of drilling work
through human-robot collaboration at
construction sites

Collaboration QUANDO Inc.

Proof-of-concept demonstration for
next-generation construction industry
communication tool SynQ

Task templates

⑤ Individual tasks
⑥ Departmental tasks
⑦ Applications/approvals

Security measure platform

⑪
⑫
⑬
⑭

SSL-encrypted communication
Central database management
ID/password management
Operation log viewing

Purpose

Joint development of digital user card
Collaboration Newphoria Corporation system for libraries

Easy Telecommuting Service

Main items: Business card creation, IC
card/magnetic card creation, printed
matter, mobile phones, mobile
communication cards, WiFi routers,
emergency tools, website creation,
advertising services, furniture

Company name

Work from
satellite ofﬁce

"Easy Telecommuting Service" offers a total of 14 telecommuting functions
(Available on desktop or smartphone)

Investment

HRBrain, Inc.

Expansion of HRBrain cloud-based
personnel evaluation service in Hokuriku
area

Investment

Nextremer Co., Ltd.

Service development and client using voice
interactive/image recognition AI

Inside the shop

Strengthen your business foundation in Vietnam, including operations, legal affairs,
human resources, internal control, safety, and security
AXIS Inc.

MITANI Business Contest 2019 held

Active Pharma, which is engaged in the development, manufacture, and sale of APIs,
was contracted for the manufacture of API for AVIGAN® (generic name: Favipiravir)

In December 2019, we held the 2nd MITANI Business Contest, accepting entries from

Increasing equipment for business expansion

tablets, an antiviral medication used to treat inﬂuenza that may also work against

Establishment of local subsidiaries
and representative ofﬁces

・Support
・Referral
・Referral
・Referral

for ﬁling of government forms
of ofﬁce and Industrial park brokers
of general contractors and interior contractors
of local employee hiring agencies

Human resources and labor

・Support for obtaining visas and residence cards
・Support for preparing employment regulations and rules
・QA related to labor bureau applications
・Referral of health insurance agents
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Contracted to manufacture API for AVIGAN® tablets

Accounting and taxes

・QA related to accounting work
・Referral of accounting and auditing ﬁrms
・Referral of accounting systems
・Tax Health Check (tax risk survey)

COVID-19. Additionally, in May 2020, the company completed construction of a new
research and quality control building, a small quantity synthesis building, and an
extension of the material and product warehouse with an eye to manufacturing new
drugs and APIs for long-term listed
items. Some of the equipment work

Collaboration with entering companies,

including those from 1st contest, progressing
venture businesses and others on the front lines of reform to provide an opportunity
for corporate and social change in Hokuriku taking advantage of advances in
technology. There were 73 entries this time, surpassing the number from the ﬁrst time
(54). Moreover, as of March 31, 2020, we are collaborating with ﬁve companies that
entered the contest, including last time.

was performed by Mitani Sangyo's Air
Conditioning Systems Division.

Other

・Support for translation and interpreting arrangements
・Referral of real estate agents for expatriate housing
・Arrangements for local tours of Aureole Group
・Provision of local know-how, etc.

Awards ceremony
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Creating smiles in Vietnam
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PHASE 3 2002〜2010

Building a business base through
technology transfer

Opening of AIT
branch ofﬁce in Hue

With the intent of ensuring Japanese quality from
Vietnam, we worked on manufacturing using the same
quality standards as Japan and other efforts to expand
the businesses of each group company while evolving
into business domains that take each ﬁeld a step further.

Establishment of ACSD Inc.,
which is engaged in CAD
design and estimation of
air conditioning, housing
equipment, etc.

PHASE 1 1993〜1996
Setting up operations
in Vietnam

Establishment of AIT Inc.,
which is engaged in system
development, primarily
offshore

From market research by
employees sent to Vietnam and
establishment of joint venture with
a state-run company to the opening
of representative ofﬁces in Ho Chi
Minh City and Ha Noi, we built the
foundation for our business.

Establishment of Mitani Aureole
Vietnam Inc. (now AMCE Inc.),
which is engaged in the
manufacture and sale of chemical
materials

2001.8
2001.3

Establishment of
Thangloi-Aureole J/V Enterprise
as joint venture with Vietnamese
state-run company

2001.1

Establishment of ABCD Inc.,
which is engaged in the
manufacture and assembly
of resin-molded products

1997

Signing of agreement for joint industry-academia
research with Hanoi University of Science and
Technology, Vietnam National University, Hanoi,
and Ho Chi Minh City University of Science

1996
1994
1993
Launch of market
research on business
potential

Opening of representative
ofﬁces in Ho Chi Minh City and
Hanoi in February and July,
respectively, and promotion of
building of foundation for
future operations

PHASE 2 1997〜2001
Pursuing possibilities

Aiming to establish a manufacturing
base, we expanded our business
domains to include the manufacture
and sale of chemical materials,
software development, design and
estimation of air conditioning and
other equipment, and the
manufacture and assembly of
resin-molded products.

Establishment of AFCP Inc.,
which is engaged in the
manufacture of functional
ingredients for health foods

AFCP Inc.ʼs Plant No.1 obtains health
food (ingredient) GMP certiﬁcation
as overseas plant from Japan Health
and Nutrition Food Association

Establishment of AXIS Inc., which is
engaged in operational and human
resources management for
companies in the Aureole Group

Opening of ACSD
branch ofﬁce in Hue

2015

Acquisition of majority
interest in FCV Inc.
from Fujitsu Limited※2
1st Aureole Conference
（held every year thereafter）

2014.1
2011

2018

2017

2014.12
2014.8

2020

Establishment of ADMS Inc., which is engaged
in the manufacture of onboard composite unit
products through joint investment with Fujitsu
※1
Computer Products of Vietnam, Inc.
（FCV Inc.）

2008
1st Aureole Fair
（held every year thereafter）

PHASE 4 2011〜

Providing new business models from Vietnam
We established AXIS Inc. to build a solid
organizational structure in preparation for
business expansion and are working to build
a uniform system of regulations and
controls. We are also focusing on
environmental development as a company
that grows together with Vietnamese society,
including organizing Aureole conferences
that bring government agencies, universities,
and Japanese companies together and
establishing a system in which local
employees take the lead.

Our 26-year history in Vietnam
has been one of taking up
challenges and forming ties.
More than a quarter of a century has passed since we set up operations in 1994.
The Vietnam business has achieved dramatic growth as a manufacturing
base supporting the Mitani Sangyo Group.
The business expansion and evolution of the seven group companies has
generated synergy, and today they are the source of the Mitani Sangyo
Groupʼs development and manufacturing capabilities as a manufacturer.
In Vietnam, the Mitani Sangyo Group is referred to as “Aureole,” which means
“glory” in French.
In order to achieve the co-existence between Japan and Vietnam in mutual
prosperity implied by the name, we are also actively engaged in hiring locals,
training human resources, human resources exchange with the government,
educational institutions, and other companies, organizing economic
promotion events, and activities to preserve cultural properties.
※1 We acquired full interest in ADMS Inc. in March 2019.
※2 We transferred full interest in FCV Inc. to Fujitsu Limited in March 2019.
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Aureole Group:
Shining on the
Vietnamese stage
The business of the Mitani Sangyo
Group is growing dramatically in a
wide range of ﬁelds and is about to
take off into new domains.

AMCE Inc. Aureole Mitani Chemical & Environment Inc.
■Manufacturing and sales of chemicals and environmental consulting services
■Employees: 55

Commemorative ceremony for 25th anniversary of Vietnam business

Hà Nội

Hải Dương
Head Ofﬁce & Plant, Dong Nai

AIT Inc.

AFCP Inc. Aureole Fine Chemical Products Inc.
■Manufacturing of functional materials ■Employees: 61

Head Ofﬁce & Loteco Plant

ACSD Inc.

Hai Duong Plant

Aureole Information Technology Inc.

■Development of internet software ■Employees: 145

Head Ofﬁce, Ho Chi Minh City

Long Thanh Plant

A ceremony to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the Vietnam business was held
in Ho Chi Minh City in November 2019. Since the establishment of a joint venture with
a Vietnamese state-run company in 1994, we have worked to expand the business. As
of March 31, 2020, we have 16 locations, including seven local subsidiaries and
representative ofﬁces in Ha Noi and Ho Chi Minh City, having grown to such an extent
that we now have more than 2,300 local employees. We will continue to work toward
the mutual development of Japan and Vietnam, combining the strengths of our local
employees and related organizations in Vietnam.

■CAD drawings and estimations of various construction projects ■Employees: 495

Hue Branch

Head Ofﬁce & Plant, Dong Nai

Ha Noi Ofﬁce

ADMS Inc.

Hai Duong Plant

Aureole unit-Devices Manufacturing Service Inc.

■Manufacturing of resin-molded parts and composite unit products
■Employees: 733

AIT branch ofﬁce opened in central Vietnamese city of Hue
AIT, which is engaged in offshore development and other services for Japanese
companies in Vietnam, established a branch ofﬁce in the central Vietnamese city
of Hue in Thua Thien Hue and launched operations in January 2020. The aim is to
promote human resources exchange and development in cooperation with group
company ACSD by opening a second location in Vietnam in addition to the
headquarters in Ho Chi Minh City.

Hue Branch

AXIS Inc. Aureole Expert Integrators Inc.
■Ofﬁce management, human resources related business ■Employees: 15

Net sales

10,183
2,361

Unit: millions of yen

Number of employees

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Organizer remarks by Mitsuru Mitani, Chairman and Director

Huế

Growth of Vietnam business over time

1,884
336

ABCD Inc. Aureole Business Components & Devices Inc.
■Manufacturing and assembly of resin molded products
■Employees: 856

Aureole Construction Software Development Inc.

Head Ofﬁce, Ho Chi Minh City

TOPICS

*Numbers from 2017 to 2018 exclude former consolidated subsidiary FCV

Strengthening of industry-academia collaboration
with Foreign Trade University
We signed a memorandum cooperation with Foreign Trade University, the top
humanities and social sciences university in Vietnam, and are engaged in joint research
on hiring and education of human resources with its Faculty of Japanese Language.
[Overview of joint research]
Theme: “Current situation and challenges of hiring and new employee training at
Japanese companies in Vietnam”
Period: October 2018-September 2021 (three years)

Head Ofﬁce & Plant

Đồng Nai
Hồ Chí Minh
Head Ofﬁce, Ha Noi

Branch Ofﬁce, Ho Chi Minh City
Outside of ofﬁce building
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Opening ceremony

This joint research project was certiﬁed
by the Executive Committee led by the
Embassy of Japan in Vietnam as a
commemorative project for the 45th
anniversary of Vietnam-Japan relations.

Signing ceremony with Foreign Trade University
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M I T A N I

CSR

ES

A work environment that is both pleasant and rewarding

Scholarship Grant System
throughout all domestic and
international subsidiary companies

We take part in several activities
such as supporting
disaster-stricken areas through

When our employeesʼ children reach college
age, we grant them a scholarship that covers
the full (four-year) tuition. By relieving the
economic strain of tuition, employees can
focus on achieving their business goals. This
provides a secure workplace environment for
parents with growing children, protects
learning opportunities for the next generation,
and supports them in their growth. This
system began in 1998 and spread throughout
the Group over the years, now covering all 11
domestic and international consolidated
subsidiary companies since April 2017.

projects focusing on "emotional
care," preserving and restoring
Vietnam's modern silk paintings,
and cosponsoring music festivals.

〈 Measures to address COVID-19 〉

We have implemented the initiatives
below to prevent the spread of
COVID-19 and solve social problems.
・Implementation of company-wide
telecommuting

Permanent Massage Room
To support people with disabilities ﬁnd
employment and achieve independence, our
company hires persons with disabilities based
on the Employment Promotion Act for People
with Disabilities. Four such employees work in
the Massage Room which provides relaxation
and refreshes employees.

EVENT

・Acceptance of consultations regarding
advance payment of orders to support
trading partners and afﬁliates

〈Activities to support disaster-stricken areas〉

2018 Hokkaido Eastern Iburi earthquake
Presented 47 tableware sets to Mukawa High
School baseball team dormitory and held outdoor
tableware market
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・Reduced working hours system
(childcare, family care, treatment of illness)

・Spouse maternity leave system (childbirth)
・Childcare leave system (childcare)
・Family care allowance system (family care)
・Outpatient leave system (treatment of illness)
・Accumulated paid leave system (treatment of illness)
・Telework program, etc.

・Launch of "Easy Telecommuting Services"
to support introduction of telecommuting
at companies and organizations（free of
charge until September 30, 2020）

・Manufacturing of API for AVIGAN® tablets

We are working to create a pleasant workplace
environment so that our employees can concentrate on
their work and do their jobs with a sense of satisfaction.
We have established the systems below so that our
valuable human resources can work according to their
personal health or family circumstances without hardship.

・Staggered working hours system
(childcare, family care, treatment of illness)

・Opening of learning area for children of
employees at Kanazawa HQ in response
to school closings

・Donation of 10 million yen to National
Center for Global Health and Medicine for
development of drugs to treat COVID -19

Creating an environment where
employees can work with peace of mind

Preserving and restoring silk paintings by Nguyen Phan Chanh

Supported a preservation and restoration project of Vietnam's modern silk paintings

2018 Japan ﬂoods

Held outdoor tableware market in Kurashiki and Soja,
Okayama

52nd Mitani Information Fair
Winter 2019

11th Mitani Air Conditioning
Solution Seminar 2019

December 12-13, 2019
Venue: Kanazawa HQ of Mitani Sangyo
Number of participants: 1,112

October 18, 2019
Venue: Kanazawa HQ of Mitani Sangyo
Number of participants: 234

September 11, 2019
Venue: HOTEL du PARC HANOI
（Ha Noi, Vietnam）
Number of participants: 194

At the venue

At the seminar

Organizer remarks

-The Future Created by Digital Transformation (DX)-

〈Preserving and promoting culture〉

〈Activities to support disaster-stricken areas〉

Original solutions based on our clients' points of view such as keynote lectures,
seminars providing the latest information, and on-site tours.

〈Activities to support disaster-stricken areas〉

Great East Japan Earthquake

Held hands-on workshop for children orphaned by the
earthquake and their families in cooperation with
Kanazawa College of Art

〈Activities to support disaster-stricken areas〉

Construction Revolution Changing Work Styles
-General Solutions for Work Style Reform-

Aureole Conference 2019
-Training Core Human Resources-

Reiwa 1East Japan Typhoon（Typhoon No.19）

Visited all 115 temporary housing units in Nagano
City, and presented them with tableware sets and
held outdoor tableware market
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Company Information

Company Overview
Company name:

List of Group Companies

MITANI SANGYO CO., LTD.

Chemicals

E s t a b l i s h e d : February 11, 1928
I n c o r p o r a t e d : August 11, 1949
Capital:
Business year:

■Active

4.808 billion yen

E m p l o y e e s : Entire Group: 3,355

Headquarters: 512

Employees related to Vietnam：2,361 （as of March 31, 2020）

April 1 to March 31

M a i n b u s i n e s s : Chemicals, Resin and Electronics, Information Systems, Air Conditioning Systems, Housing Equipment, and Energy
Main banks:

The Hokuriku Bank, Ltd., The Hokkoku Bank, Ltd., MUFG Bank, Ltd., Mizuho Bank Ltd.

Main offices in Japan: Kanazawa Head Office（Headquarters）

1-5 Tamagawacho, Kanazawa City, Ishikawa, 920-8685

Tokyo Head Office

Sumitomo Fudosan Chiyoda First Wing, 2-36-1 Kanda Jinbocho, Chiyoda Ward, Tokyo, 101-8429

Fukui（Information Systems）

3-15-73 Kitayotsui, Fukui City, Fukui, 918-8205

Toyama（Information Systems, Air Conditioning Systems） TAMURA BUILDING, 1-5-24 Sogawa, Toyama City, Toyama, 930-0083
Nagoya（Chemicals, M&E）

4-6-23 Meieki, Nakamura Ward, Nagoya City, Aichi, 450-0002

Osaka（Chemicals・ICT Solutions）

Sumitomo Nakanoshima Bldg. 4F, 3-2-18 Nakanoshima, Kita Ward, Osaka City, Osaka, 530-0005

Hiroshima（M&E）

4-11-11 Funakoshi-Minami, Aki Ward, Hiroshima City, Hiroshima, 736-0082

Directors and corporate auditors
Directors

Corporate auditors

Mitsuru Mitani

Crisis Management Officer

Full-time Corporate Auditor

Michimasa Takata

Vice Chairman

Tatsuya Aiba

Strategic Alliance Officer, Social Business Officer

External Corporate Auditor

Toshio Ojima

President & CEO

Tadateru Mitani

Organizational Strategy Officer

External Corporate Auditor

Minoru Terano

Masayuki Ado

Business Operations Officer (sales supervisory), Human Resources Officer
Chairman and Representative Director HIDEO S.p.A.

External Corporate Auditor

Satoko Ito

Senior Managing Director

Seiji Nishino

Related Businesses Officer, Financial Affairs Officer, Compliance Officer
President and CEO Mitani Investments Co., Ltd.

Managing Director

Koichi Mori

Business Strategy Officer, Information Utilization Officer, Affiliated Companies Officer, Overseas Officer
President and CEO Inter-Technology Infrastructure Research Co., Ltd.

Director

Tadahiro Kajitani

Company Information System Officer, Information Security Officer
Personal Information Protection Management Officer, Secretary GM
President and CEO ACT-T Corporation President and CEO Pear Investment Pte Ltd

Director

Noboru Takeuchi

Organizational Structure Officer, Safety and Security Officer

Director

Shinji Watanabe

Quality Control Officer, Production and Manufacturing Technology Officer

Director

Shigeru Sawa

Chairman of Mitani Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.

Director

Katsuhide Hoshiba

President and CEO Mitani Sangyo Constructions Co., Ltd.

External Director

Mitsuyo Hanada

External Director

Hiroko Nagasawa

External Director

Yasushi Kiyoki

External Director

Yukihiro Masuda

External Director

Toru Shimada
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Pharma Co., Ltd.

Information Systems
■D-Circle

Inc.

〈Business Location : Tokyo・Toyama〉
Production and sales of active pharmaceutical ingredients /
pharmaceutical intermediates etc.

〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Sales of package software and package software development

■Sagami Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.
〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Production and sales of active pharmaceutical ingredients /
pharmaceutical intermediates/industrial chemicals etc.

〈Business Location : Ishikawa〉

■Mirai Kasei Inc.
〈Business Location : Nagano〉
Sales of chemical industry and food additives
■Nagano

Saraya Syokai Inc.

〈Business location: Nagano〉
Sales of water treatment chemicals / sales, installation, and
maintenance of water treatment systems

■Aureole Mitani Chemical & Environment Inc.
〈Business Location : Dong Nai・Hai Duong〉
Production and sales of chemical, environmental consulting

Chairman

Senior Managing Director

■ Subsidiary in Japan ■Overseas subsidiary

■Aureole

Fine Chemical Products Inc.

〈Business Location : Loteco・Long Thanh〉
Manufacturing of functional materials

■Confidential

Service Co., Ltd.

Operating the Data Center and Planning Services

■Arumu

System Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Ishikawa〉
Development of software

■T.S.

Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Chiba〉
Development of software

■MA.F.E.

Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Development of software

■Inter-Technology

Infrastructure Research Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : San Francisco〉
Research and analysis of leading edge technology information of
computer industry

■Aureole Information Technology Inc.
〈Business Location : Ho Chi Minh City・Hue〉
Development of software correspond to the internet

Resin, Electronics
■ACT-T Corporation
〈Business Location : Hiroshima〉
Die design, die manufacturing, die training, initial production
control of resin molding products
■Aureole

Business Components & Devices Inc.

〈Business Location : Dong Nai・Hai Duong〉
Assembly and manufacturing of resin molding products,
electronic parts

■Aureole

unit‐Devices Manufacturing Service Inc.

〈Business Location : Dong Nai〉
Manufacturing of resin molding products, composite unit
products (electronic parts, resin molding products)

Air Conditioning Systems
■Aureole

Construction Software Development Inc.

〈Business Location : Ho Chi Minh City・Ha Noi・Hue〉
CAD design and estimations of Air Conditioning Facilities
Construction, household equipment, original fixtures furniture

Housing Equipment
■INFILL

Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Sales, design and installation of housing equipment,
original brand products.

■INTENZA

Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Development, design, production storage units, kitchen units, etc.

■Mitani

Sangyo Constructions Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Ishikawa・Toyama〉
Sales, design and installation of housing equipment,
air conditioning equipment.

Energy
■Mitani

Sangyo E.C. Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Ishikawa・Toyama・Fukui〉
Sales of petroleum products, LPG, home-use fuel cells and solar
power generator systems.

Cross-segment Businesses
■Mitani

Investment Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Tokyo〉
Investment and training to intra-venture bussiness

■Adonis

Co., Ltd.

〈Business Location : Ishikawa〉
Maintenance and management of condominiums and buildings;
temporary staffing; sales of mobile communication equipment
and supplies such as computer, business equipment;
printing of business cards; travel agency.

■HIDEO

S.p.A.

■Auros

Technologies LLC

〈Business location: Tokyo〉
Development and design of original brand of bathtub products

〈Business location: Ishikawa〉
R&D on material surface modification technology / product
planning, manufacturing and sales

■Aureole

Expert Integrators Inc.

〈Business Location : Ha Noi・Ho Chi Minh City〉
Office management, human resources related business

■Pear

Investment Pte Ltd

〈Business Location : Singapore〉
Investment and lending to overseas subsidiaries
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Financial Data

＊Figures for March 2018-March 2019 include FCV Inc.

▶Vietnam afﬁliated business

▶Consolidated
Sales

Operating Proﬁt

Unit: millions of yen

80,819

85,732

Unit: millions of yen

Net Income

Ordinary Proﬁt

Unit: millions of yen

Simple sum of applicable Mitani Sangyo
businesses and Vietnamese group companies

Sales

Unit: millions of yen

Securities code
Unit: millions of yen

3,296
2,972

77,595 80,000
2,403

2,335

2,948

20,794

2,500

2,534

2,123

2,000

20,779

2,006
1,646

12,164
1,400
6,314

10,183

8,805

7,736

7,555

Share Information

8285

Listed securities exchange

First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange and the Nagoya Stock Exchange

Share unit number

100

Total number of authorized shares

220,000,000

Total number of issued shares

61,772,500

Total number of shareholders

16,165

Shareholder registry administrator

Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation

Major shareholders
2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2014/3

2015/3

2016/3

2017/3

2018/3

2019/3

2020/3

2021/3
Projection

▶Sales by Segment
Chemicals

Resin, Electronics

Unit: millions of yen

30,372

32,716 32,368

Unit: millions of yen

34,771
17,415

Information Systems

Unit: millions of yen

Air Conditioning Systems

Unit: millions of yen

Housing Equipment

Energy

Unit: millions of yen

Unit: millions of yen

18,728

12,790
9,950 10,288
7,786

6,635

6,134

6,822

8,057

12,389 12,857 12,806 12,945

11,243

5,879

5,860

Shares

Mitsuru Mitani

11,170,400

Ownership ratio（%）

18.14

Mitani Corporation

5,980,000

9.71

Mitani Scholarship Foundation

4,702,000

7.64

Michiko Mitani

2,505,000

4.07

Yugengaisha Hokuto Daikosha

2,166,120

3.52

Mitani Service Engine, Inc.

2,007,000

3.26

Sumitomo Realty and Development Co., Ltd.

2,000,000

3.25

The Mitani Foundation for Research and Development

2,000,000

3.25

The Hokuriku Bank, Ltd.

1,169,400

1.90

The Hokkoku Bank, Ltd.

1,169,400

1.90

Fostering a clean corporate climate and ensuring
transparent, sound, and efficient management

Our Basic Stance on Corporate Governance
Our Group regards the maintaining of a "clean" corporate culture that eliminates wrongful
conduct through strengthened compliance and the pursuit of management transparency
and efficiency as the cornerstones of corporate governance. Informed by this perspective
and based on our management philosophy, we believe management compliance with laws
and regulations forms the foundation of corporate activity, and work to enhance the level
of internal awareness of legal compliance while continually cultivating a corporate culture
that eliminates antisocial behavior or wrongful conduct. Additionally, with regard to the
October 26, 2004 disclosure of an improper transaction during the preceding financial
year, we sincerely regret to have caused a serious incident. We have since reviewed our
internal control system and risk management system, and also worked to further
strengthen our internal check-and-balance system to prevent misconduct.

Risk Management and
Business Continuity Planning (BCP)

Risk management systems for preventing,
mitigating, and avoiding risks against the company

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

Unit: millions of yen

Share price/trading volume trends
（Price in yen）
500

▶Operating Proﬁt by Segment
Chemicals

Resin, Electronics

Unit: millions of yen

Information Systems

Unit: millions of yen

Air Conditioning Systems

Unit: millions of yen

Housing Equipment

450

Energy

Unit: millions of yen

Unit: millions of yen

（Volume: shares）
8,000,000

Share price
Volume

7,000,000

400

318

350

1,543

1,657

1,672

751

849

955

876

821

973

1,058

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection
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4,000,000
3,000,000

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3

204
-60
2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

1,324,600

2,000,000
1,000,000

100

2017/4

358

5,000,000

250

150

546
228

6,000,000

300

200

1,296
1,099

182
-27

121

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

281

246

253

Create and periodically reevaluate
strategy for handling risks that do
not originate with our company,
such as country risks, large
fluctuations in exchange rates or
stock prices, and loss of main
suppliers

5,595

2：Workplace accidents
2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection

5：Economic/social factors

1：Natural disasters
Create and periodically reevaluate
response strategies for natural
disasters such as ear thquakes,
typhoons, floods, and heavy snow

Note: Shareholder comparison excludes 191,841 shares of treasury stock.

7,202
5,747

Corporate Governance System and Efforts

（As of March 31, 2020）

281

2018/4

2019/4

2020/3

Note: Share closing price and volume use Tokyo Stock Exchange data.

Create and periodically reevaluate
strategies for handling risks arising
from business activities such as
fires, transport accidents,
emission of environmental
contaminants, and leakage or loss of
company data

3：Finance
Create and periodically reevaluate
strategy for handling risks that could
have a significant effect upon the
companyʼs financial activities,
such as risks related to the reliability of
financial reports, difficulties procuring
funds, and bankruptcy of trading partners

4：Strategics
Create and periodically reevaluate
strategy for handling risks that
could have a significant effect upon
the companyʼs business strategy,
such as hostile takeovers and
delisting

Risk

Management
Committee

Approve and review
principal matters
such as the risk
management plan at
a managerial level

6：Legal
Create and periodically reevaluate
strategy for handling risks that
could have a significant effect on
the companyʼs business activities
with regard to violation of laws such
as anti-monopoly,
labor, and corporate laws

7：Internal human factors
Formulate and periodically
reevaluate strategies for handling
risks where the company could
suffer significant losses due to labor
accidents, whistle-blowing, or
leakage of secrets

8：External human factors
Formulate and periodically
reevaluate strategies for handling
risks where the company could be
significantly affected due to outside
attacks, illegitimate claims by
antisocial forces, etc.

2018/3 2019/3 2020/3 2021/3
Projection
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Mitani Sangyo Group s
Charter of Corporate Ethics
Our corporate and social responsibility
We of the Mitani Sangyo Group believe that being a good social citizen is a
prerequisite to being a good corporate citizenship.
In keeping with this belief, each individual within the Group is constantly aware of
the need to maintain a balance between corporate and social responsibility, ensuring
that the Group as a whole conducts itself properly, guided by an unwavering spirit of
respect and harmony.

With the aforementioned in mind, we hereby declare
our commitment to three important principles:
1. To respectfully prove ourselves worthy to society s trust with fairness and
integrity. In line with this, the Group will:
（1）Behave sensibly as a member of society
（2）Respect human rights and comply with all laws and regulations
（3）Ensure a working environment that maintains the highest ethical standards
（4）Appropriately handle all information obtained from within and without the Group
2. To approach business challenges with both prudence and boldness, endeavoring to
satisfy our clients. Accordingly, the Group will:
（1）Provide products and services which are convenient for society
（2）Maintain specialized teams of professionals with sophisticated skills and originality
（3）Conduct business transactions with fairness and integrity
3. To build good relations with business interests and achieve a balanced and
environmentally sound growth. With this in mind, the Group will:
（1）Engage in socially beneﬁcial activities as a member of society
（2）Proactively address and give appropriate consideration to environmental problems
（3）Disclose corporate information appropriately and in a timely manner
（4）Comply and cooperate with the decisions of the international community
（5）Sever any ties with antisocial elements
Eﬀective Date: June 27, 2006

Health and Safety Policy
The Mitani Sangyo Group has made protecting the health and safety of our
employees a top priority and is working to prevent workplace accidents, promote and
maintain employee health, and create a workplace environment where employees can
work with peace of mind.
1. We will prioritize safety in all activities and operations
2. We will identify and make visible all potential risks in the workplace, physical
and otherwise, via risk assessments, and strive to reduce and eliminate risk as
part of eﬀorts to cultivate a safe workplace environment.
3. We will adhere to the Industrial Safety and Health Act, Road Traﬃc Act, and
other relevant laws and regulations as well as Group-established rules.
4. We will carry out planned and systematic education that looks back on past
accidents as case examples and covers workplace safety, health, and traﬃc safety
in order to boost safety-related awareness.
5. We will promote the preservation and improvement of physical and mental health
while encouraging self-motivated management of personal health among
employees.
6. We will strive to establish a safety-oriented corporate culture in which each
employee feels motivated to proactively take part in the pursuit of a safe and
healthy work environment.
7. We will disseminate this health and safety policy among all Mitani Sangyo Group
employees while also publicizing it outside of the Group.
Eﬀective Date: April 1, 2018

Declaration of Quality Assurance
To ensure that our Company is of indispensable value to our clients, we at MITANI
SANGYO CO., LTD. will fully focus our eﬀorts on improving our quality management.
We will achieve high quality products and merchandise, superior services, advanced
technological capabilities and high productivity as we push forward with enhancing
our engineering and manufacturing capabilities to produce high added value.
With client satisfaction as our main reward, we will respond to the expectations of
our client
1. We will put into place quality assurance systems and mechanisms that will allow
us to demonstrate our prowess in those ﬁelds where we are strongest, and to
provide us with the means to secure a ﬁrm business foundation. We will also
develop systems and mechanisms to eﬀectively conduct our business in our core
sectors-system integration, dies and resin moldings, basic chemicals, and air
conditioning systems design and installation. By consistently evaluating and
improving the eﬀectiveness of these systems and mechanisms, we will enhance
our technological capabilities as well as our production and quality management
systems.

Personal Information Protection Policy
All members engaging in the business operations of MITANI SANGYO CO., LTD.
shall abide by the Company's Management System for Personal Data Protection. We
hereby declare the following policy to ensure the proper and safe handling of
personal data, which in turn protects the client information entrusted to us.
1. We recognize the importance of protecting personal data. When acquiring, using
or providing personal data, we observe our Management System for Personal Data
Protection which was established based on the Japanese Industrial Standards'
Personal information protection management systems - Requirements（JIS Q
15001）.Our program stipulates, among other things, prohibiting the use of
personal data beyond the speciﬁed scope of use as well as the administration of
any necessary measures to enforce this prohibition.
2. We will implement the necessary preventive measures to protect against personal
data-related risks including unauthorized access, loss, damage or alteration of said
data. In the event of a problem, we will promptly take appropriate remedial
measures.

2. We will oﬀer unique, original products and services aimed at satisfying our
clients.

3. We will comply with all laws, government guidelines and other regulations
governing the protection of personal data.

3. We will cultivate enterprising human resources who are well-versed in our basic
technologies and capable of developing and putting into place various systems and
mechanisms.

4. We will maintain and improve our mechanism of personal data management and
management system in line with changes in the social environment.

4. Taking full advantage of our capacity to combine resources beyond our
organization, we will identify the needs and demands of clients and respond to
these requirements with speed and accuracy.
To improve work performance, we will exercise the full potential of internal
assets such as our accumulated know-how, information and connections as well as
our external resources which include
5. We will act with compliance in mind at all times, following such guidelines as
laws, regulations and social norms. With respect to each of our business sectors,
we will conduct our operations in accordance with the ISO 9001 international
standards and our internal rules; adhere to environmental considerations in
accordance with ISO14001; and establish advanced information security in
accordance with information security management system（ISMS）and
PrivacyMark standards. Through these eﬀorts, we will secure the trust of our
clients, thereby establishing strong and lasting partnership relations.
6. We will set management targets giving the highest priority to quality, and carry
out appropriate management in this regard, while reviewing the policy on a
regular basis.
7. This declaration of quality assurance will be made thoroughly known to all
directors and employees, and disclosed to external parties.
Eﬀective Date: April 1, 2004
Revision Date: June 26, 2007

Eﬀective Date: July 1, 2003
Revision Date: July 1, 2019

Environmental Protection Policy
In line with our business policy to become a one-of-a-kind company, we at MITANI
SANGYO CO., LTD. will actively pursue eco-friendly business activities in recognition
of the urgency for addressing global environmental problems.
1. To realize a sustainable society, we will promote eco-friendly businesses which
meet with client needs associated with environmental problems.
2. To realize pollution prevention with relation to business activities, and to realize
power saving (reduction of energy consumption), is the social demand, we will
focus our eﬀorts on environment-conscious business activities, promoting
improved business practice, eﬃciency and productivity that lead to the
conservation of energy, resources and space and contribute to environmental
protection.
3. By means of management by sight of environmental businesses and business
activities that take into account environmental concerns, we will develop
activities with environmental objectives set in accordance with our mid-term
business plan.
4. We will strive to maintain improvements by reviewing our environmental
objectives on a regular basis.
5. We will observe thoroughly environment-related laws and regulations and honor
related agreements with outside parties in carrying out our business activities.
6. This environmental protection policy will be made thoroughly known to all
directors and employees, and disclosed to external parties.
Eﬀective Date: July 1, 2003
11th Revision Date: Apr 1, 2018
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［Disclaimer］
Performance forecasts contained herein follow in-house judgements based on information
available at the time of creating this document. Actual future business results may be
aﬀected by various factors which may cause them to diﬀer from the outlooks stated.
Issued by Mitani Sangyo Co., Ltd. First edition: June 2020

